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Practice Worksheet ( Lesson 1 and 3 )

Fill in the blanks

1. Whales and dolphins are __________.

2. Two types of limbs are _________ and __________.

3. Reptiles breathe through their___________ .

4. Aquatic animals take in oxygen dissolved in__________.

5. Seeds of datura are dispersed by_________.

6. __________ provide food to the growing embryo.

Classification

1. Classify the following seeds into monocot and dicots.

Mango,gram,wheat,peas,rice,maize

2. Classify the following animals on the basis of their breathing
organs gills/ lungs.

Shark, dolphin,snake,tadpole,eel,whale

3. Classify the parts of the plant as stems we eat, leaves we eat and
seeds we eat.

Peas, onion, spinach, celery, corn, cabbage

4. Classify the seeds into seeds dispersed by wind, animals or self



explosion

Peas, burdock, dandelion, balsam,orchid,cherry

Correct the statements

1. Plum has many seeds .

2. Swan has flippers to swim .

3. Peacock is a flightless bird.

4. Stems have seeds inside them.

5. Baby plant inside the seed is called seed coat

6. Seeds of sycamore are dispersed by water

7. Snakes can move easily on the smooth surface

Correlate

1. Fruit: tomato :: root :_______

2. Shark : ________ :: whale : mammal

3. Pigeon : flying bird :: penguin : ________.

4. Turtle : _______ :: frog : webbed feet.

5. Kangaroo : _______ :: horse : galloping.

6. Largest animal : _________:: tallest animal : giraffe.

7. Small seed: __________ :: big seeds : mango

8. Potato : stem :: __________: leaves

Answer in one word

1. Name a bird that uses its wings to stabilize its body while running.

2. The another name for baby plant inside the seed.

3. Name the process of growth of a plant from a seed.

4. Net work of air tubes in the body of insects.

5. Name the reptile that has flippers to swim.

6. Front limbs of land animals



MCQ’S

1. Limbless reptile is

a) snake b) crocodile c) turtle d) frog

2. ________ fins help a fish to swim forward in water.

a) Paired b) unpaired. c) tail d) none of the these

3. The animal that uses its tentacles to swim in water

a) Sea horse b) octopus c) fish d) corals

4. A seed that has wing like structures

a) Dandelion b) coconut c) sycamore d) all of the above

5. For germination, a seed requires ____

a) Air b) water c) warmth d) all of the above




